REACH OUT AND CONNECT

The Connected Lighting System
From Ansell Lighting

OCTO Compatabilty List:
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Prism LED FRD / CCT

Twistlock GU10 Downlight

Fascia LED

Orbio 360 Downlight

Single Circuit Unity Wallwash LED Mains

Acqua Inox SS

Edge GU10 FRD

Amber LED

Lyra 80

iCage Mini Die-cast Downlight

Jasper LED

Tandem

Unity GC Pro LED Downlight

Jade LED

Duo Midi

Gyro Cube LED Surface Downlight

Ruby LED

Riola

Lyric GU10

Secco LED Filament Pendants

Corvus

Novara Surface GU10

Mitre LED

Inox SS Bricklight
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Roma

Urano SS

GU10 Adjustable Inground

Sonate

Urano Inox

GU10/MR16 Inground Uplight

Latina Polycarbonate Half Lantern

Monza

Calore E27

Latina Polycarbonate Wall Lantern

Monza SS

Furia LED

Lampara Inox

Aquila

Lampara

Libra

Augusta

Flora GU10

Nizza

Duo

Welcome to OCTO...
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New connected lighting solution
OCTO is our easy to use wirelessly controllable lighting solution that gives users complete
control of their luminaires via an intuitive app or smart accessories. Utilising Casambi
technology OCTO delivers the complete smart lighting package. Perfect for residential, retail
or commercial environments our solution has a comprehensive range of features that interact
flawlessly with your smart device.

Easy to use, wireless controllable lighting system
Intuitive operation and set-up via a smart device
No need for an external gateway device
Automatically forms a fast-wireless mesh network
Nearby OCTO powered by Casambi devices are clearly seen and added
Device firmware can be updated over the air
Cloud services enhances user experience
Smart lighting control switches can be easily added to the OCTO powered by Casambi system

Connected Lighting Solution

What can it do?
Network security can be an important
consideration so different sharing settings
can be set for each network with different
administrator passwords.

Gallery feature makes control more
intuitive than ever. Users simply take
photos of a space, and mark the positions
of the luminaires. Then they simply tap the
one they want to control.

Set Groups

Switch on & off, Dim or
*change colour Temperature.

Add a wireless
smart switch

Easily commission motion sensors,
these can assist in energy saving by only
illuminating an area when they detect
movement.

Free firmware updates.

Lighting scenes and schedules
create the perfect ambience
for different occasions and
needs.

*Colour temperature may only be adjusted with compatible Smart Lamps

All On

Homework

Entertaining

Energy Saving

With the calendar and timer functionality,
scenes and animations can be turned on
and off based on a convenient time and
date to suit a user’s needs.

www.octouk.com
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Enabled Accessories

AOCTO/BT/WS

AOCTO/BT/PIR-S

AOCTO/BT/PIR-R

OCTO Outdoor Controller - AOCTO/OC/IP65/200
Control outdoor lighting from smart device
Heavy duty screw connections suitable for SWA / outdoor
cable types
Detachable connector block to aid connection of stronger
cable types
Waterproof with IP66 rating
Robust polycarbonate casings for outdoor use. UV stabilised
Intuitive fast operation from a smart App
Can be used to control a group, sub groups or individual
luminaires
App commissioning includes, full control, dimming, scene
setting and pre-set timer
Wiring Configuration
Compatible with: OCTO outdoor switch
OCTO IP65 PIR Sensor
OCTO Smart Lamp (when used
in a specially shielded luminaires)

Connected Lighting Solution

AOCTOBTL/8W/E27

Installation...
OCTO Indoor Controller - AOCTO/IC/200
Push-fit loop-in, loop-out terminals for ease and speed of
installation
Screw-less design
Intuitive fast operation from a smart
lighting App
Can be used to control a group, sub
groups or individual luminaires
Settings easily commissioned by a
smart device
Bluetooth wireless mesh ensures
reliable and fast operation
Compatible with: OCTO Wireless Indoor Smart switch
OCTO Surface and Recessed PIR
Sensor
OCTO Smart Lamp
Wiring Configuration

AOCTO/BT/WS/IP65

AOCTO/BT/PIR/IP65-S

AOCTOBTL/8W/E27
Enabled Accessories

NB
The indoor and outdoor OCTO Controllers are designed to operate Triac dimmable LED luminaires and LED
light sources, however consideration must be given to PFC (Power Factor Correction) which can affect the final
loading. Please refer to www.octouk.com for further details.

www.octouk.com
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Download and Connect...
The OCTO lighting app is loaded with helpful content to ensure users get the most from our
connected lighting solution. With videos, helpful guides, inspiration and a dedicated area for installers it
is the perfect tool to assist in the set up and control of the OCTO system.
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Download the free OCTO lighting app today and follow the instructions

Powered by

Wireless
controllable light
system

Automatically
forms a
fast-wireless
mesh network

Remote access
via OCTO app with
Wi-fi connection /
Mobile data

Bluetooth wireless
mesh ensures
reliable and fast
operation

Installers...
Why not become an official OCTO Guru today? We can provide a step by step course that will ensure
you become a certified OCTO Guru. We’ll talk you through what OCTO is capable of, how to install
OCTO in both interior and exterior environments and how to commission the OCTO app. If you’re
interested in becoming an OCTO Guru contact us today to find out more about our free training
course.

Find out more at www.octouk.com

Connected Lighting Solution

